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A compact treelike space is the continuous image of an ordered continuum. 

by 

A.E. Brouwer. 

ABSTRACT 

The theorem stated in the title is proved. 



1. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF TREELIKE SPACES. 

Two points of a topological space are called separated when they do not 

belong to the same quasicomponent. 

A connected topological space Xis called treelike when given any two 

points p,q EX there is a point z EX separating p and q (that is, such 

that p and q are separated in X\{z}). 

If p,q are points of a treelike space X then we define 

E(p,q) := {zlz separates p and q in X} 

S(p,q) := {p} u E(p,q) u {q}. 

E(p,q) is empty if and only if p = q. 

We will write X\z =A+ B meaning that X\{z} is the topological sum of 
p q,r 

its subspaces A and B, while p EA and {q~r} c B. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let X be connected, C a'connected subspace of X. If X\C =A+ B 

then both A u C and B u C are connected. 

LEMMA 1.2. Let X be connected, Ca connected subspace of X and Sa compo

nent of X\C. Then X\S is connected. 

Slightly stronger versions of these lennna's are given in KOK [3]. 

Using these lennna's it is not too difficult to prove the propositions be

low. Most of them can be found in KOK [3]. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. A treelike space is Hausdorff. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be treelike. Then for all p EX each component of 

X\p is open. 

PROPOSITION I .5. Let X be treelike and p,q,r E X. Then 

S(p,q) n S(p,r) o S(q,r) is a singleton. 
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PROOF: In BROUWER & SCHRIJVER [1] it is shown that this intersection is 

nonempty (see also [3] pp.45-5O). On the other hand it is easily seen 

that it cannot contain more than one point: 

Suppose y,z e S(p,q) n S(p,r) n S(q,r) , y i {p,q,r,z}. 

Then e.g. X\y =A+ B + C , but now Bu {y} u C is connected in X\z so that 
p,z q r 

z doesn't separate q and r. The case that some or all of the points 

y, z, p, q,, r coincide is handled similarly. 0 

Let X be a treelike space and p,q e X. S(p,q) can be ordered in a natural 

way (separation order): 

PROPOSITION 1.6. The relation~ on S(p,q) defined by x ~ y iff x e S(p,y) 

defines a ciontinuous ordering on S(p,q) (i.e. an ordering without jumps 

or gaps). 

PROPOSITION l • 7. 

(i) S(p,q) is closed. 

(ii) If S(p,q) is connected and locally connected, then it is compact. 

In general S(p,q) is not connected, but we have: 

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let X be treelike and either locally connected [WHYBURN] 

or locally peripherally compact [PROIZVOLOV]. Then for all p,q e X, S(p,q) 

is an ordered continuum, the intersection of all connected sets containing 

both p and q. 

Intuitively clear (and an easy consequence of proposition 1.5) is the fol

lowing 

PROPOSITION 1.9. [H. KOK, p.44]. Let X be treelike and suppose that for 

each p e X, X\p has at most two components. Then Xis (weakly) orderable. 

A based treelike space is a triple (X,a,b) where Xis a treelike 

space and a and bare (not necessarily different) points of X. As usual we 

identify a bas"ed treelike space with its underlying treelike space. 



Let (X,a,b) be a based treelike space. The subset S(a,b) of (X,a,b) is 

called its base. In a based treelike space we can define a canonical 

projection 

1r X -+ S(a, b) 

by 

{1r(x)} = S(a,b) n S(a,x) n S(x,b). 

(Well defined because of proposition 1.5) 
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If S(a,b) is not connected, then certainly 1r cannot be continuous, but we 

have: 

PROPOSITION I.JO. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

If c E S(a,b) and X\c =A+ B + C where A and Bare connected (and 
a b -I 

errrpty when a= c resp. b = c), then 1r (c) = C = C· u {c}. 

That is, 1r-1(c) is a closed connected set (caUed the stalk at c). 

If S(a,b) is connected and locally connected then 1r is continuous. 

In particular this is the case when Xis locally connected or lo

cally peripherally corrrpact. 

PROOF OF (iii): Let Uc S(a,b) be open 1n S(a,b). Since S(a,b) is locally 

connected we may suppose U to be connected: U = E(p,q) for some p,q with 
-1 -1 

a:::; p < q:::; b. Now an U = {p,q}, so 1r U is open. D 

Note: connectedness of S(a,b) alone is not sufficient: 

!.r 

a. 

Take X = { (x,y) lR2 I (x>OAy=cos Zn) v 
X 

(3k0N:x-~)vx=y=O} 

with subspace topology of lR.2 

a = (O,O) 

b = (1,1) 

Here 1r is not continuous. 
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2. THE CONSTRUCTION 

THEOREM Let X be a compact treelike space. Then Xis the continuous image 

of an ordered continuum. 

This answers the question raised by V.V. PROIZVOLOV in [4]. 

PROOF. We will construct compact treelike spaces Xa and maps pas 

(a~s~a~aa) forming an inverse system, such that 

= lim X is an ordered continuum and p 
a a a 

+ a 

is the required mapping. 

More in particular we will have based treelike spaces (X ,a ,b) and for 
-1 _ 1 a a a 

all S ~a: paS(aS) = {aa} , PaS(bS) = {ba}. 

The idea is to construct the spaces X by transfinite induction, constantly a. . 
enlarging the base, until finally X = S(a ,b ). Assume that X contains 

a.a a.a a.a 
more than one point. 

(i) Step a. 

First set xO = X, Pao= IX and choose two endpoints aO and bO from X. (This 

is possible because of the lemma: every nondegenerate compact connected T1 
space has at least two end points (see [5])). 

(ii) A successor step. 

Suppose XS and pyS defined for all ordinals y ~ S < a.. 

If a. is a successor: a.= o + I, and X0 is orderable then we're done: 

set a.a= o. Therefore suppose X0 not orderable. 

By proposition 1.9 we can find a ramification point p and by projecting it 

we may assume it to lie on S(a0 ,b 0), i.e. a point p such that X,i:\P = 

I, + ~ + C where A and B are clopen in X0 \p and C is non-empty, open and con
e o 

nected (use proposition 1.4). 

C = C u {p} is compact and thus has an endpoint q different from p. 

Define y := (Au(p}uC) x {a} z := (S(q,p)uB) x {l}, a. a 
X := (Y +Z )/R 

a a. a 
where R identifies (q,a) E y with ( q' I ) E z . a. a 



Define p = IX , a.a 
a, 

and (re:X0 , i=0,1) 

and (a<o). 

Now X is compact and treelike as is easily verified. 
a 
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Note that the endpoints of X 
a 

-1 are exactly those of the form pa.0(r) with r 

endpoint of X0 different from q. 

If we define ea.:= pa.O((q,i)) = P00 (q) e: X then we can say that in this 

a-th step the endpoint e of Xis removed, while the status of the other a 
endpoints remains unchanged. 

(iii) A limit step. 

If a. a limit ordinal, set xa. = l!m{xala<a.} and Pa.a 

cal projection. 

X is compact and connected (see e.g. Dugundji [2] p.435). 
a 

Claim: X is treelike. 
a 

Let x,y e: Xa.' x * y and define xa := Pa.a(x) , Ya := Pa.a(Y! • 

-1 If for some a< a. and re: Xa we have pa.a(r) = {s} is a singleton, and r 

separates xa and Ya, thens separates X and y: 

xa \r = A + B X \s -1 -1 -1 
~ = Pa.a(Xa\ r) = pa.a (A) + Pa.a(B) a 

xa Ya X 

Therefore assume that if for some a r separates xa and 

If for some a< a. TTXa * TTYa then choose w E E(TTxa,TTYa). 

Let y be the first ordinal> a such that IP~~(w)I > 1. 

Then y is a successor, and IP~~(w)I = 2. 

y 

Ya then IP:~(r)I 

At they-th step of the construction some interval S(q,w) is inserted in 

the base somewhere between TTX and TTY (Here {q}=p-ll 0 (e )) • y y -y- y 

> 

But this interval (or at least E(q,w)) is left untouched during all follo-

wing steps since it doesdt contain any ramification points; that is, if 

r E E(q,w) then IP- 1(r)I = 1, a contradiction. a.y 
Therefore for all a< a. we have TTXa = TTYa. 

1. 
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Since x * y for some 8 < a we have x8 * y8 _· 

Let w separate x8 and y8. Let y be the first ordinal> 8 such that 

IP-!(w)I > 1. 
y -1 

Then py8 (w) = {w1,w2}, and at_least one of w1 and w2 separates xy and Yy· 

But both w1 and w2 lie in the base of Xy' so we might as well assume 

we: S(a8,b8). 

Now we have w = TTXB = TTYe· 

Let x8\w = P + Q + R where P and Qare connected. 
xB YB aB,bB 

Claim::For each r e: P u Q 

For, let y be the first ordinal> 8 such that for some re: P 

Then at step yin the construction we had w (or rather w' with 
-1 

{w'} = py-l 8(w)) as a ramification point, while the endpoint q chosen lies 

in P. 

Let {z} = S(w,q) n S(q,x 1) n S(x 1,w) c X 1• y- y- y-
Then (with obvious identifications) TTX = z * w" = TTY , contradiction. 

y y 

From this claim it follows that P' = p-![P] c X is homeomorphic to P 
-1 Clµ Cl. 

while aP' = {w'} for some w' e: p 0 (w). 
-1 Cl.µ 

Likewise Q' = pa8[QJ is mapped homeomorphically onto Q by Pae while 

aQ' = {w"}. Since alwaysTTx = TTY we have w' = w". But this means that 
y y 

X \w' = P' + Q' + R' , which proves that X is indeed treelike. 
a a x y a ,b 

a a 
Furthermore, if e is an endpoint of Xa then for all 8 < a pa8(e) is an 

endpoint of x8• 

Since each successor step eliminates another of the endpoints of X, and a 

limit step doesn't introduce any new endpoints, there must be a last space 

Xa not containing any ramification points. 
0 

But this means that this X is orderable (proposition 1.9). D 
ao 
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3 . AN EXAMPLE 

The foregoing seems to be a rather long proof for such an intuitively ob

vious construction. One has however to be careful since it is not generally 

true that the inverse limit of treelike spaces is again treelike: 

Take an interval XO C{ _!_} the = cone 2 

split it into I 3 two XI = C{4'4} 

then split each half into two intervals: 

etc. 

Formally: 

I 3 5 7 
X2 = C{8'8'8'8} 

1 over 2 

Let X = C{-k- I k odd, 1 s ks 2n+l} = t--~--}xl/R 
n 2n+l 2n+l 

where R identifies all points (x, I). 

1 
= ( m+ I ,y) 

2 
where 1-k- - - 1 -1 

2n+l 2m+J <--
2m+J 

/\ 
[ 

(msn) . 

Then lim X is the cone over a Cantor set, and certainly not treelike (com
+ n 

pact but not locally connected). 
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